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In Japan, 2003 will be a year for not only marking milestones such as the 50th
anniversary of television broadcasting, but also one that will see the commencement of
full-scale digitalization to replace the conventional analog television.

The BS digital broadcasting that started two years ago is characterized by HDTV and
data broadcasting, and has produced a shift away from CRT displays to flat panel
displays, such as the big-screen Plasma Display Panel. Moreover, a new bi-directional
function was added to television to change its nature. Digital terrestrial broadcasting
prefigures the appearance of a mobile terminal that extends the place of viewing activity
from inside the home to the outdoors.

Digitalization thus will revitalize television.
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It has been said that programs employing virtual studios cannot convey natural
interactions between real performers and composited images, since the performers
cannot directly see the composited images. To alleviate this problem, STRL fabricated
a "visible virtual set" that projects the images to be composed, such as of a person,
directly into the studio. This enables the performers to directly see the composited
images. It employs a special projection light (Invisible Light) that is not picked up by
the TV camera. Therefore the projected reference images are not visible in the final
composited image. In the NHK special: "A Century of Revolution", studio cast
members were able to have natural-appearing conversations with other cast
members via Internet relay broadcast. The "visible virtual set" was used to project the
faces of the Internet relay cast into the studio, enabling the studio cast to see their
faces during the studio conversation.

Visible Virtual Set Used on NHK Special
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